
Fiscal Year Review

Discussed the loan as it shows on the balance sheet.  Explained the terms of the
reimbursement grant.

Membership numbers were an all time high

Fores casts for FlowState income looks promising.

Volunteers contributed $45,000 worth of labor

Accomplishments Review:

Norcross Trail was opened

Memorial Day hike up Ascutney resumed

Flow State happened for the first time, raised $6000

Weathersfield Town forest has been developed
We are looking to develop another 6 miles of trail

Skills Park and Flow Trail has been permitted and is under construction

Collaborated with AO and received a VOREC grant

Developed the Climbing Trail

Skills Park and lower FLow will be open by Flow State

Clarified Insurance issues.  We are insured for winter and summer trail days

Letter of Understanding with AO

We are on QuickBooks!  Cloud based

We built and maintained trails

Robert took game of Logging



Tim Banker is next for Game of Logging

Challenges:

VOREC?

Use the VMBA site to log volunteer hours

Working ATA board of directors

Create a member survey

We are looking for a treasurer

ATA Trail Tracker,  Section leaders

Trail Name.  We have no process for this

Spicoli

Part time employee Jim Lyall

Wix website

ATA sustainability,   Very busy right now, develop a long term plan.  AO is in the same position.

Open Conversation:

Sustainability plan is necessary

More fundraising!

Ao is in the same situation with maintaining current work

Avery is willing to be a part of our trail maintenance team.

Update the website to interact with.  Volunteers could look to see what is needed.
Wild Apricot is software that could be used for this

5 to 10 year plan to include Vermont Adaptive



Elections:

Erik Aaron and Isaac are reelected

3 positions are available…

Matt from Weathersfield matthewapronovost@gmail.com 8023455621

Darius from West Windsor saber.long@gmail.com
603-667-1090

Avery from Reading avery.mornis@gmail.com
802-345-5564

Isaac Robison 802 230 6012

Robert Knight  603 72

mailto:matthewapronovost@gmail.com
mailto:saber.long@gmail.com
mailto:avery.mornis@gmail.com


John will volunteer for the hiking committee.

Merch for Flow State:

Motion to spend $3000
Jim and Tim

Motion passed

Fenders?
To fender or not to fender

Hats?
Ink Factory in Claremont



.


